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Abstract  
 
Case base Maintenance is an active Case Based Reasoning research area. The main stream focuses on the method for 
reducing the size of the case-base while maintaining case-base competence. This paper gives an overview of these works, and 
proposes a case deletion strategy based on competence criteria using a novel approach. The proposed method, even if 
inspired from existing literature, combines an algorithm with a Competence Metric (CM). A series of tests are conducted 
using two standards data-sets as well as a locally constructed one, on which, three Case Base Maintenance approaches were 
tested. This experimental study shows how this technique compares favourably to more traditional strategies across two 
standard data-sets. 
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1 Introduction  
Case Based Reasoning (CBR) is an approach to problem solving and learning, by reusing the solutions to similar 
problems stored as cases in a Case Base CB [1]. An experience is explained in completely structured formats or 
sizes such as objects or computer data in data-bases [13]. A case is an experience and an explanation during the 
episode of problem decision. Representation of cases is very diverse according to the nature of the task: 
diagnosis, planning, decision-making help, conception and so on [7]. However, case is composed of two options: 
a description of the situation that represents a “problem” and a solution used to solve the given problem in this 
situation [20]. A case is placed in a CB and is called source case in which one will get inspired to solve a new 
case that we will call target case.  A CB is a collection of decision-making cases of the same problem [20]. A 
general CBR cycle may be described by five processes [21]:  
1. DEVELOP the representation cases 
2. RETRIEVE the most similar case or cases 
3. REUSE the information and knowledge in that case to solve the problem 
4. REVISE the proposed solution 
5. RETAIN the parts of this experience likely to be useful for future problem solving 
A new problem is solved by first, developing a target case that consists in developing case, by possibly 
supplementing the description of the new problem, then by retrieving one or more cases of the CB, reusing the 
case and revising the solution if need be, and retaining the new experience by adding it in the CB. Our field of 
study is diagnosis. For a case-based diagnosis system, the quality of case data is usually a key factor of the 
success of the system. In our research, we are facing a diagnosis problem in a product domain. We developed a 
case based reasoning system [9], and now our problem focused in the maintenance of this system. In effect, all 
mature information systems, more particularly; CBR systems need to be maintained while functioning, to 
guarantee the quality of the system. Indeed, the maintenance of the CBR system becomes necessary for all 
systems that are made to work for long periods and/or are developed to deal with large amounts of information 
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and cases. In the section 2, CBR systems, the objectives for having good quality systems and the different 
problems that can be seen over time and therefore the need to carry out maintenance operations will be detailed.     
Subsequently, a CBR study for maintenance will be explained in section 3. The CBR system arranges different 
knowledge sources, which can be maintained, the knowledge sources of the CB is of interest and therefore it will 
be elaborated in the fourth section. Finally, we will present the proposed method that consists of deleting cases 
after the competence criteria, before optimising the CB. The obtained results and also the comparison with 
different -already existing- methods will be presented in sections 7 and 8. 
2 Historic of CBR systems  
The CBR approach has been used in many industrial systems to solve problems in various implementation fields 
or domains. The development of CBR systems always bumps into an engineering knowledge problem. The 
representation and the organisation of cases, as well as specific knowledge that can take place during operations, 
cover an essential importance in the conception of a CBR system. To elaborate a relevant case that can reflect a 
common problem and expressed in coherent terms regarding the knowledge base and the adaptation of 
knowledge are difficult to form, the functionalities of training are limited and therefore these kinds of systems 
are often confronted to this difficulty [5]. A CBR system is a combination of processes and knowledge, often 
called “Knowledge containers” that allows to preserve and to exploit previous experiences [12]. Knowing that a 
knowledge base system, interested in the conception of CBR applications, also needs to be interested in the tools 
of knowledge representation. A Knowledge Base System (KBS) is generally seen as the automatic solution for 
human knowledge in a limited field of expertise [17]. It is acquired to have a Knowledge Base (KB) that 
represents the total of knowledge with the help of a representation-language of knowledge. KB takes part of an 
expert system that consists out of all information, in particular rules and facts, which constitute the competence 
field of the system [4]. The conception and the development of CBR systems are like every knowledge base 
systems, quite complex processes. Special environments are made to propose different methods and tools to 
guide conception, modelling and application of a CBR. One of the first CBR systems is CYRUS, which has been 
developed by Janet Kolodner. It is a system that retraces actions that revolve CYRUS Vance in its position as a 
state secretary [10]. Kolodner implements the ideas of SCHANK, which means a structure of dynamic memories 
for searching information. A lot of systems are therefore developed according to the SCHANK model, but for 
different tasks like CHEF, or JUDGE [11] or according to other models, for example a prototype model such as 
PROTOS [2]. CBR are also inspired by analogical reasoning and is considered as a particular case. The 
successive works or actions with CBR have worked in order to realise information tools to solve problems, to 
press one’s finger entirely on this specific reasoning. If the first researches were the solution of cognitive 
psychology, present-day researches are plural-disciplinary. Actually, numerous works or actions tent to use 
CBRs to complete other methods such as systems based on rules or systems based on models [8], or even using 
neural networks [18]. These systems are known as hybrid systems. CBR supply a preliminary sketch of 
exploitable solutions by a different reasoning model that avoids constructing completely a solution in a potential 
immense space. 
The majority of CBR systems explain problems concerning case-research phase as well as their adaptation that 
can be expensive in time. To come straight with their problems, maintenance of CBR systems become 
necessarily for all systems that are build to work for long periods of time and/or are developed to deal with large 
amounts of information and cases. The growing request of CBR system maintenance led to intensive researches 
in the concerned fields [24]. 
3 Maintenance of a Case-Based Reasoning System  
The performance objectives for a CBR system provide criteria for evaluating the internal behaviour and task 
performance of a particular system for a given initial CB and sequence of a solved problem. The choice of case-
base maintenance strategies is driven by the maintainer's performance goals for the system and by constraints on 
the system's design and the task environment [16]. In general, there will be multiple performance measures for a 
CBR system, and there is no guarantee that all of them can be maximized simultaneously. Smyth and McKenna 
define three types of top-level goals for CBR systems [32]: 
1. Problem-solving efficiency goals (e.g., average problem-solving time) 
2. Competence goals (the range of target problems solved) 
3. Solution quality goals (e.g., the error level in solutions) 
 
Therefore, a CBR system needs some sort of policies to achieve its maintenance goals. Its effectiveness depends 
on the speed and quality of the case base retrieval process, and it is related to the definition, the case 
representation, the CB organization, the various indexation used, and the definition of “good” similarities 
measurements for case search and the relation of retrieval-adaptation case. CB represents the memory and the 
main part of CBR systems, it can be flat or hierarchical, it contains elaborate cases which represent the 
experiments; an experiment constitutes a lesson which makes it possible of CBR system to achieve its goals. The 
information contained in a case depends on the applicability of objectives for which this case is built. In CB, we 
find cases which are composed of two parts, problem and solution parts. The CB is considered to be the core of 
any CBR system. This fact, pushed many research orientations, towards the involvement of CB Maintenance 
(CBM) [16]. The knowledge of CBR systems relates directly to cases, affected by changes in knowledge 
sources. Moreover, the CB source may be considered as that most sensitive knowledge source for CBR systems. 
Thus, consulting it may be the most appropriate approach to overtake maintenance operations. When the CB size 
increases, the search time, increases accordingly. This leads to the increase of problems resolution time, inducing 
to performance degradation [14].  
4 Case-Base Maintenance  
Case-base maintenance implements policies for revising the organization or contents (representation, domain 
content, accounting information, or implementation) of the CB in order to facilitate future reasoning for a 
particular set of performance objectives [14]. Note that this definition considers the information defining an 
indexing scheme to be an intrinsic organizational component of the CB itself. CBM may involve revising 
indexing information, links between cases, and/or other organizational structures and their implementations [29]. 
Maintenance in CBR may involve a number of different operations: out dated, redundant or inconsistent cases 
may be deleted; groups of cases may be merged to eliminate redundancy and improve reasoning power; cases 
may be re-described to repair incoherencies etc [29].  
4.1 CBM Policies 
CBM approach may be divided into two policies, one concerning optimization and the other partitioning of CB 
(See Figure 1). The CB approach aims to reduce case research time. This may be done, on one hand, following 
an optimization policy that deletes least relevant cases, using case addition or deletion strategies. On the other 
hand, following a partitioning policy, permitting the retrieval of distributed CBs using an attribute selection case 
scheme. Therefore, the attribute with rich-information content are selected, and may possess more potential to 
cover a wider CB structure [34]. The partitioning policy, allows the addition and deletion of cases in each small 
CB, without affecting the whole; one may cite several works using of dynamic or static neural network [18] [25]. 
However, there are many different ways to evaluate the quality of a CB. This is described in the following 
section.  
4.2 Criteria for Evaluating Case Base 
An “effective” CB is able to answer as many queries as possible efficiently and correctly. The criteria by which 
one can judge the effectiveness of a CB are given in [26], [27], [35]. Those of interest to this work are: 
• Competence, measured by the range of problems that can be satisfactorily solved. 
• Performance, measured by the answer time that is necessary to compute a solution for case targets. This 
measure is bound directly to adaptation and result costs. 
• Coverage of a case is the set of target problems that it can be used to solve.  
  
 
Fig. 1. Different strategies and criteria used in CBM 
 
• Reachability of a target problem is the set of cases that can be used to provide a solution for the target. 
After having given the definitions of the different criteria that permit the evaluation of a CB, we are going to see 
how they are used and estimated in the different CBM strategies. In the following paragraphs, two strategies will 
be developed; the addition-case and the deletion-case. 
4.3 Case-addition Strategy 
By the successive addition of cases to a virgin CB, reduced CB will be constructed, thus maximizing criteria.    
There are two methods, one maximizing the competence criterion, and the other the performance criterion. 
4.3.1 Method maximizing the criteria of competence 
Smyth and McKenna present a method that uses an explicit case competence model based on notions of 
coverage and reachability. Their “relative coverage” (RC) metric, provides a precise measurement of 
competence contributions for individual cases. The RC metric, associated with the condensed nearest-neighbour 
(CNN) algorithm, permits to successively retain only those cases which are not solved by a case that has already 
been retained, in order to obtain a new reduced CB [31]. This permits the selecting of cases, which have a big 
contribution concerning the CB recovery. 
Q. Yang and J. Zhu describe a case-addition algorithm for CB compaction that uses a problem-neighbourhood 
model of case coverage. Cases are successively added based on added benefit/usefulness to the case set retained 
so far [35]. 
4.3.2 Method maximizing the criteria of performance 
By analogy to the RC metric, Leake and Wilson developed a relative performance (RP) metric aimed at 
assessing the contribution of a case to the adaptation performance of the system [15]. To attain the benefit of 
adding the case to the CB, they first assume that the similarity metric will accurately select the most adaptable 
case for any problem. For each case that might be added to the CB, its contribution was estimated as regards to 
adaptation performance. The RP value for a case reflects how its contribution to adaptation performance 
compares to other cases. This metric can be used to guide case addition, favouring cases with low RP values. In 
the same manner, another metric was developed concerning a “performance benefit” (PB) metric estimating the 
actual numerical savings that the addition of each case provides. However, on one hand, the RC-CNN method 
provided a reduction rate of the CB size, better than the PR-CNN and PB-CNN methods. On the other hand, 
these two previous methods give a result concerning the adaptation cost of the CB cases better than RC-CNN. 
4.4 Case-deletion Strategy 
From a given CB, this strategy values case according to criteria in order to be able to suppress and bring the CB 
to a specified number of cases. The evaluation criteria such as competence, redundancy and inconsistency, have 
been used in different methods, which will be explained down bellow. 
 
 
4.4.1 Suppression Method for using case-base screening 
In this method, when the CB reaches a certain threshold it is screened entirely, usually followed by the process 
of case-deletion. 
- Random Deletion is a very simple, inexpensive method and it is completely domain independent. Simply 
randomly select and delete a case from the CB once the CB size exceeds some predefined limit [19]. 
- Ironically, is a slightly more complicated method, it calculates the frequency of each case that is retrieved 
and it deletes cases which are not frequently accessed in the CB [22]. 
- Utility Deletion (UD) is based on Minton’s utility metric which chooses a case item for deletion by 
estimating its performance benefits. This utility deletion method removes case items with negative utility [28]. 
The utility problem manifests itself as a trade-off between the solution quality associated with large CBs and the 
efficiency problem of working with a large CB. System efficiency is measured by taking the mean time to solve 
a target problem; note that the decreasing solution times correspond to an increase in efficiency. The solution 
quality is bound to the percentage of good answers, provided by the system. Solution quality increases with CB 
size [30]. 
- Deletion based on redundancy and inconsistency contains two modules of detection, one with redundancy 
and the other with inconsistency. After a series of test concerning each CB case, by these two modules, the 
specific cases can be removed -or kept- after the user approval [23].  
- Deletion based on CB size and density, this deletion method was proposed by B. Smyth and M.T. Keane and 
it studies the size of the CB, the density and the distribution of cases in a CB. It tries to homogenize the case 
density [30]. 
4.4.2 Method from categorization of the cases 
These methods, call on a modelling of the CB competence, proposed by B. Smyth and M.T. Keane [30], [32], 
[33] and [35]. Cases in the CB are categorized according to their competence. The key concepts in categorising 
cases are coverage and reachability. 
Given a case-base C = {c1,…, cn} and c© is the set of target cases in the CB. Formally: 
- Coverage(c) = {c©∈C: Adaptable (c, c©)}, For c∈C, 
- Reachable(c) = {c©∈C: Adaptable (c©, c)}, For c∈C, 
As a result, 4 categories of cases are considered: 
• Pivotal Cases: Pivot(c) iff Reachable(c)-{c}= Ø 
• Support Cases: Support(c) iff c©∈ Reachable(c)-{c}: Coverage(c©) ⊂ Coverage(c) 
• Spanning Cases: Spanning(c) iff Pivot(c) Λ Coverage(c) ∩ Uc©∈ Reachable(c)-{c} Coverage(c) ≠ Ø 
• Auxiliary Cases: Auxiliary (c) iff c©∈ Reachable(c)-{c}: Coverage(c) ⊄ Coverage(c©) 
 
- Footprint deletion: this strategy works to remove irrelevant cases by guiding the CB towards an optimal 
configuration. Optimal in the sense that it maximises competence while minimising size. The case 
categories described above provide a means of ordering cases for deletion in terms of their competence 
contributions. Auxiliary cases are selected for deletion before support cases, which in turn are chosen 
before spanning and pivotal cases. The optimal CB can be constructed from all the pivotal cases plus 
one case from each support group. This strategy is not designed to eliminate the need for performance-
based methods such as utility deletion [27]. 
- Footprint Utility deletion: is the hybrid strategy between footprint deletion and utility deletion. First, the 
footprint method is used to select candidates for deletion. If there is only one such candidate then it is 
deleted. If there are a number of candidates, therefore rather than selecting the one with the least 
coverage or the largest reachability set, the candidate with the lowest utility is chosen [27]. 
  
5 Methodology  
Keeping in mind that no metric was developed in most case suppression approaches, a suppression method using 
a novel algorithm associated to a Competence Metric (CM) is proposed for CB optimisation. This method is a 
combination of Smyth and Keane approach [27] and the Relative Coverage metric [31]. 
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Therefore, the developed metric is based on the notions of recovering and reachability. CM is defined as the 
individual contribution to a case as regards to its recovering group size by attributing two values, noted 
recovering value (Vr) and, reachability value (Va). CompetenceMetric(c) = Vr(c)/Va(c) 
This metric is used as a benchmark for the suppression of cases within the CB. The cases which have a high CM 
value are favoured while the rest are dropped. The algorithm developed is as follows: 
 
• Calculate the Vr and Va value of every case in the CB using the K Nearest Neighbour (KNN) algorithm 
with Euclidean norm, dsc = [∑
=
p
i 1
(xs – xc) ² ]1/2 (p represents the total number of attributes). 
• Associate to each case its recovery unit and its reachability factor 
• Determine the support cases and the support groups of each class and sort them according to their CM 
 values 
• Suppress the support cases with the lower CM values, keeping one case from each group with the most 
 important CM 
• Determine auxiliary inter and intra classes 
• Suppress auxiliary cases according to their CM values 
• Stop the algorithm if and only if each case covers its own case among existing ones, in its own class 
 
Algorithm 1. Algorithm of the implemented method 
This method aims at reducing the CB size by preserving maximum competence. 
6 Experiments 
The used method is based on a specific model of competence for case-based reasoning. We argue that it has 
more potential for guiding the construction of smaller CBs than some existing editing methods without 
compromising competence, specifically CNN on its own, CNN with NUN and RC distance ordering. In this 
section we compare the size, the reduction rate and competence of the CBs produced using different editing 
techniques on a range of standard data-sets.  Knowing that NUN “Nearest Unlike Neighbor” is a concept which 
started from the idea that examples belonging to different classes are close only if they are close to the borders of 
the respective classes. For a base with Nc classes, Nc - 1 NUN (one per class) of each example are identified. 
Subsequently, the NUN of all initial base examples is gathered. The NUN Subsets are created which can be seen 
as optimal borders representatives between the classes belonging to the base. The CNN algorithm was the first 
reduction technique for the reference base size, based on static considerations [6]. The algorithm aims at 
reducing the entire input space into a representative subspace with the same properties. 
Four different editing techniques are compared for this experimental study 1) CNN– the standard CNN 
approach; 2) NUN – CNN with cases ordered according to their NUN distances; 3) RC – CNN with cases 
ordered according to their relative coverage values; 4) CM with cases ordered according to their CM values and 
according to the following associated algorithm.  
 O-SET  Original training example 
E-SET   {} 
Changes  true 
While Changes Do 
 Changes  false 
 For each case C ∈ O-SET Do 
  If E-SET cannot solve C Then 
   Changes  true 
   Add C to E-SET 
   Remove C from O-SET 
  EndIf 
 End For 
EndWhile 
 
Algorithm 2. Condensed Nearest-Neighbour Algorithm 
In order to strengthen the comparison, three different CB are used. Tow, Credit (690 cases, 15 attributes and 2 
classes) and Ionosphere (351 cases, 34 attributes and 2 classes), represent classification problems from the UCI 
Machine Learning Repository (www.ics.uci.edu/~mlearn/MLRepository.html) [3] .The third CB relates to an 
industrial diagnosis dedicated to an E-maintenance high board (SORMEL) [9] (69 cases, 10 attributes and 9 
classes). In the latter, the class to be found is an equipment class to be repaired, and that is formalized in example 
form. 
7 Assessment of the proposed method 
In the SORMEL CB, the space is taken from the target cases represents the total CB space. Firstly, by applying 
the algorithm, prior to the cases suppression, the following results were obtained: 
Support Group Support Cases Auxiliary Cases 
19 49 4 
Table 1. Case-Base Statics 
2 inter-auxiliaries and 2 intra-auxiliaries cases were found from auxiliary category, it was listed. After 
suppressing the 4 auxiliary cases and supports cases we left with one support case for every support group (i.e., 
30 supports cases were suppressed). This leads to the following statistics: 
• Initial size of the CB = 69 
• Size of CB obtained = 35 
• Reduction ratio = 49, 27 % 
• Competence ratio = 100% 
The obtained results are promising and by applying the proposed method on the SORMEL CB, a reduced CB 
obtained. Indeed, the obtained CB is roughly reduced by half, keeping the same initial competence. 
8 Comparative study 
In this section, the sizes of the CBs as regards their competence on unseen target problems are compared. Each 
editing strategy is used to generate CBs for the 3 used data-sets. However, this time 100 random test problems 
are removed from the training set before CB construction. The final size of the CBs and their competence over 
the 100 test problems is noted. The upper value in each cell is the value of the “credit” CBs and the lower value 
is the value of the “Ionosphere” CBs. The results are shown in Table 2: 
 
 
Property/Method CNN NUN RC CM 
  
49.97 43.10 43.36 68.73 
Reduction rate (%) 
82,36 86,78 85,9 87.50 
344.84 297.43 299.19 215.76 
Mean CB size 
61,93 46,39 49,47 43.87 
58.85 58.95 60.44 62.37 
Compétence (%) 
85,78 84,44 85,3 84,21 
Table 2. A comparison of different editing strategies over the Case-Base test in terms of mean case-base size, 
reduction rate and competence. 
From Table 2, it can be clearly seen that the reduction rate provided by the developed approach is notably higher 
than the one provided by the three traditional approaches, particularly for the “Credit” data-set. The competence 
value is significantly better for the “Credit” data-set; however, it is almost the same as the traditional method 
concerning the “Ionosphere” data-set. Here, is the graph with the results from the comparison study: 
 
                             (a) Credit data-set                                                                    (b) Ionosphere data-set 
 
Fig. 2. Comparison of the different strategies 
 
As shown in figure (2), the CM method is better than the other approaches at achieving a cases reduction rate 
which has competence more for both data-sets “Credit” and “Ionosphere”. 
Figure (3) focuses on the variation of the competence concerning the reduction ratio of the data-sets which is 
obtained by using the CM metric. 
                             (a) Credit data-set                                                       (b) Ionosphere data-set 
 
Fig. 3. Competence versus reduction rate with CM method 
 
It can be seen that for both data-sets, competence can although it has keeps the same reduction rate. This implies 
that the competence and the size of the data-sets obtained after suppression are highly dependant on the sample 
chosen cases. 
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Figure (4) shows the variation of the competence as regards the data-sets size which is obtained by using the CM 
metric. 
                      (a) Credit data-set                                                                (b) Ionosphere data-set 
 
Fig. 4. Competence versus size rate with CM method 
It can be seen that for both data-sets, competence differs although it keeps the same reduction ratio. This implies 
that the competence and the size of the data-sets obtained after suppression, is highly dependant on the sample 
chosen cases. It is noted, that with a larger data-sets size, a larger competence value is obtained for the “Credit” 
base. However, the opposite is verified for the “Ionosphere” base. 
9 Conclusions and future work 
Three Case Based Maintenance methods (CNN, RC-CNN and NUN-CNN) were tested over three data-sets. 
These data-sets representing classification problems. The proposed method which used a novel algorithm 
combined with a Competence Metric (CM) is more efficient in terms of Case-Base reduction size and 
competence when applied to the studied fields. 
Following this project, we plan to elaborate a method that is more complex and will merge our competence 
measure with a different performance measure to obtain an optimal Case Base. Finally, we will further 
investigate complete CBR systems. 
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